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taving off yet another formidable challenge from the Luke
Combs-fueled Columbia team, Capitol/Nashville takes the
airplay crown and brings their consecutive win total to 12.
Country Aircheck asked the extended promotion team what
professional and personal lessons from the year they’ll take with
them as they attempt to cook up the full baker’s dozen in 2021.
Annie Sandor, Northeast
I learned that all sorts of animals
spend more time at our family house
in the Catskills than I did previously,
and that a glass of wine in my comfiest
clothes while watching Hallmark
movies is the best way for me to
recharge. More importantly, I’ve
learned that it is okay to give myself a little extra grace.
Megan
Youngblood,
West Coast
Professionally:
How much I
appreciate and
miss our amazing
artists and their
entire teams. I
miss seeing the
hard work they do
behind the scenes
and the fans they
make so happy. We
all sincerely enjoy
that, and it’s a big
part of keeping
us motivated and
happy, as well!
Personally: Without
this madness, I wouldn’t have driven from LA to Tahoe
and ended up hiking around Yosemite by myself ... but
I did, and it was amazing!
Mara Sidweber, Southwest
How important music and good
relationships are. When the world
drastically changed in the spring,
those two very basic sounding things
are absolutely what got me through.
That they apply to my world in both
a personal and professional sense is
incredible and reminds me that I am
just downright lucky to have the family, friends and
career that I do. I already knew that, but I realized how
easy that is to take for granted.
Ashley Knight, Southeast
I’ve learned life can be fun even when we slow it
down. How to raise a feisty little puppy; how to play
drinking games with
college friends over
Zoom; and how to bake
a quiche, perfect a key
lime pie, and roast a
Thanksgiving turkey.
Having a dance party
in your PJs is a perfect
date night. Backyard
get-togethers are more
satisfying than hitting up
the Broadway bars. (Or
maybe I’m just gettin’
old.) I’ve also learned to
slow down and lean into my relationships – personally
and professionally – and to be grateful for the human
beings who bring so much joy to my life.
Katie Bright, Midwest
Practice JOMO – the joy of missing out – instead of
FOMO. I’m an extrovert, but I’ve learned there is so
much joy in staying
home, being cozy,
and letting my two
little boys snuggle
with me in bed. It’s
very much our new
happy place.
Professionally,
I’ve learned how
to be radically
focused. Now that
we are all working
from home, many
of us with spouses
and kids in the
house, there are no
boundaries between family and work. The only way to
keep making progress is learning to work in bursts but
with radical focus each time.

Megan O’Gara,
Coordinator
I didn’t know how
difficult it would be
Zoom training for
a
new role during a
pandemic, but the
team supported
and welcomed me
from day one. The
biggest takeaway is
realizing how much
I miss my family and
friends in Boston.
When you eliminate
the fun distractions of concerts, traveling and general
socializing, you’re forced to look at what matters most.
Also, $5 wine from Trader Joe’s is your best friend
during quarantine.

Chris Schuler, UMGN
VP/Promo & Mktg.
I never realized
just how much daily
office face-time I had
throughout the company
until I stayed home for
months. But technology
has allowed us to remain
creative. Who knows what
this would have looked
like 30 years ago. I’ve
also learned the value of
a 30-minute drive during
lunch or an early morning
hike, if only to remove myself from the same four walls.
Regardless of how much time I like to spend outdoors,
I can’t seem to find the balance between not-enough
and too-much water for new plants.

Royce Risser, UMGN EVP
I learned a ton about myself,
particularly my struggle with
patience. Having family in
the same house all day while
working was more of a shock
than I imagined. My three
kids love musical theater and
sing all the time – they want
to make careers of it. Imagine
trying to speak on a Zoom
meeting while two of your kids
are doing vocal warmups or auditioning for college
programs in an adjacent room. “Dad? Can you be quiet
while we do this Zoom? Sure, boys. No prob.” When
they leave home, I know I’ll miss the noise, so I made
a conscious and firm decision to embrace, love and
cherish every interruption with understanding and
joy. That changed my mindset, and I’m laughing and
smiling way more often about those things now. I need
to apply that to other areas of my life ... 2021 goals!

Donna Hughes, UMGN Dir./Radio Mktg.
I can type and edit audio pretty efficiently with
only one hand after falling off the deck and breaking
my left arm. Thank
goodness it wasn’t
the right! I also have
a new appreciation
for yoga pants.
Also, during such a
contentious, unsettling
and strange time,
the entire company
was able to swivel on
a dime and come
together – remotely
– to shine a light on
the amazing talents
and inspirational gifts our artists have given us. We’ve
been exponentially more creative, busier and more
resourceful than ever before. I am proud to be a
member of this remarkable team!

David Friedman, UMGN VP/Promotion
I baked a blueberry pie for a friend’s birthday –
from picking the blueberries to making the pie crust
from scratch. It tasted a lot better than it looked,
thank God! More than anything, I’ve learned we need
more kindness and compassion in the world. People

Bobby Young, VP
Putting on masks for a flight to Sedona for a week in
the spring gave us some much-needed family time and
set the pace for the rest of the year. We have two great
kids at home who began to play nicely with each other
and get along. For a short time, Heather and I thought
the pandemic was a blessing but have since realized
living in your office takes discipline. Knowing when
to stop working, shave and shower, get dressed, and
remembering to carve out quality family time remains
a work in progress seven months later.

are hurting physically, mentally and financially.
Many of our friends are out of work, many have
been sick and some of us know someone who has
died from the virus. When you are making that call,
you never know what the person on the other end
is going through, so always lead with kindness and
compassion. Personally, my family had to make some
difficult choices this year. And, finally, I learned that I
can survive without Facebook.
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This year has expedited the evolution of the radio
and recorded music industries. We are all learning
new skill sets and dealing with new revenue streams,
licensing laws and legal documents while producing,
promoting and marketing the best music for listeners.
Unfortunately, change has brought unfortunate
circumstances with some friends being forced to make
hard life-decisions. My prayers go out to all of them.
We’re very blessed to post another successful
year working with Royce and the UMGN team, our
incredibly talented and charitable artists, passionate
and caring programmers, and the all-star, second-tonone Capitol promotion staff. Thank you, everyone!
And thank you, Heather, for always being the wind
beneath my wings.
CAC
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